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Development of a clinically feasible logMAR alternative to the Snellen chart: performance of the “compact reduced logMAR” visual acuity chart in amblyopic children

D A H Laidlaw, A Abbott, D A Rosser

Background/aim: The “compact reduced logMAR” (cRLM) chart is being developed as a logMAR alternative to the Snellen chart. It is closer spaced and has fewer letters per line than conventional logMAR charts. Information regarding the performance of such a chart in amblyopes and children is therefore required. This study aimed to investigate the performance of the cRLM chart in amblyopic children.

Methods: Timed test and retest measurements using two versions of each chart design were obtained on the amblyopic eye of 43 children. Using the methods of Bland and Altman the agreement, test-retest variability (95% confidence limits for agreement, TRV) and test time of the cRLM and the current clinical standard Snellen chart were compared to the gold standard ETDRS logMAR chart.

Results: No systematic bias between chart designs was found. For line assignment scoring the respective TRVs were 0.20 logMAR, 0.20 logMAR, and 0.30 logMAR. Single letter scoring TRVs were cRLM (95% CL 0.17) logMAR, ETDRS (95% CL 0.14) logMAR, and Snellen (95% CL 0.29) logMAR. Median testing times were ETDRS 60 seconds, cRLM 40 seconds, Snellen 30 seconds.

Conclusion: The sensitivity to change of the cRLM equalled or approached that of the gold standard ETDRS and was at least 50% better than that of Snellen. This enhanced sensitivity to change was at the cost of only a 10 second time penalty compared to Snellen. The cRLM chart was approximately half the width of the ETDRS chart. The cRLM chart may represent a clinically acceptable compromise between the desire to obtain logMAR acuities of reasonable and known sensitivity to change, chart size, and testing time.

The design flaws inherent in Snellen visual acuity and the advantages of logMAR format charts are well recognised.1–6 We aim to develop a chart for widespread ophthalmic use which will offer a clinically acceptable compromise between the sensitivity to change of current logMAR charts and the size and speed of use of Snellen optotypes. The “compact reduced logMAR” (cRLM) chart, which is described here is a development of the RLM chart that we have previously described.5 The cRLM chart is closer spaced than both the RLM and other logMAR charts and does not have the crowding bars which were present on the RLM chart. These changes might affect its performance in amblyopes. This study aimed to compare the performance of the cRLM chart in amblyopic children with that of the gold standard ETDRS and the current clinical standard Snellen charts.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Forty three children (19 male) aged 5–9 years (mean 6.7 years) who were receiving orthoptic treatment for amblyopia participated in this study: 17 children had anisometropic amblyopia, in the remaining 26 the amblyopia was strabismic. The visual acuity of their amblyopic eyes ranged from 0.11 to 0.82 logMAR (mean 0.38 logMAR (95% CL 0.24) logMAR, Snellen equivalents 6/5 to 6/39). Ethical approval and informed consent were obtained.

The cRLM, ETDRS and Snellen charts are illustrated in Figure 1. The ETDRS and Snellen charts, testing protocol, scoring and methods of analysis employed have been described in detail in a previous paper7 and will only be summarised here. A testing distance of 6 metres was used for all tests and logMAR scores adjusted accordingly. Timing was to the nearest 10 seconds. The ETDRS chart has a visible area of 64 x 59 cm., the cRLM 36 x 45 cm, and the Snellen chart 20 x 48 cm. In common with ETDRS charts the cRLM chart has 14 lines and a 0.1 logMAR line size progression. It differs in having three rather than five letters per line and letter and line spacing of half rather than a whole letter width/height. The single letter scoring value of each cRLM letter is therefore 0.033 logMAR as opposed to 0.02 logMAR on an ETDRS chart. Each of these design parameters is very variable on a Snellen chart. From 4 metres both ETDRS and cRLM charts measure a Snellen equivalent acuity range of 6/60 (20/200) to 6/3 (20/10). Timed test and retest measurements of acuity were obtained in random order using two versions of each chart design on the amblyopic eye of every subject by one examiner. The tests were performed at one sitting with breaks as required. A single letter scoring algorithm, which gives credit for each letter on the chart that is correctly identified, was employed. In this the subject is required to read each letter on the chart until an entire line of letters has been incorrectly identified. This method has been shown to be associated with less test-retest variability (TRV) than the “line assignment” method commonly used with the Snellen chart.8 A “line assignment” scoring algorithm (which identifies the lowest line upon which half or more of the letters have been correctly read) was retrospectively applied to the test results.

The objectives were to determine for each chart:

- The level of agreement with the gold standard ETDRS
- The TRV of single letter and line scoring acuity measurements. TRV was defined as 95% confidence limits of agreement.
- The time taken to perform a “single letter scoring” acuity measurement.

The methods of Bland and Altman were employed.19
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RESULTS
Examination of the distribution of data sets suggested that the parametric methods of Bland and Altman might reasonably be applied. Performance data for each chart are presented in Table 1. The median and range of testing times for the single letter scoring algorithm were: ETDRS 60 (30–300) seconds, cRLM 40 (20–140) seconds, Snellen 30 (20–100) seconds.

DISCUSSION
Visual acuity is used as a measure of both disease severity and change. logMAR format tests offer the advantage of consistent test-retest variability across the acuity range. This means that one can identify in terms of numbers of letters or lines, a minimum change which might be considered significant and which might be applied regardless of the underlying acuity. Scaling and other factors mean that this is not possible with Snellen acuity measurements. The use of Snellen charts therefore compromises clinical sensitivity to change. The Snellen fraction is also very difficult to analyse which unnecessarily compromises both research and audit. A logMAR score can be regarded as interval data and analysed using parametric tests.

While standard in prospective research, logMAR charts have not widely replaced Snellen charts in clinical practice. Reasons for this may include the large size and number of letters on each chart, the unfamiliar scoring system, and the perception that logMAR tests are time consuming. We therefore aim to develop a chart for general ophthalmic use which will offer a clinically acceptable compromise between the desire to measure logMAR acuities and the size, ease of use, and testing time of the Snellen chart. The cRLM chart that is described here is an iterative development of the RLM chart which we have previously described. It is closer spaced and has fewer letters per line than conventional logMAR charts. It also differs from the preceding RLM chart in having no crowding bars. Both these design changes and the desire for general acceptability mean that information regarding the performance of the chart in amblyopes and children is required.

The size and results of this study in terms of agreement and TRV scores are in keeping with previously published data and with the results of testing of the preceding RLM chart design.

It is a principle of method comparison studies that a lack of bias between the index and gold standard tests implies that the index test(s) is/are measuring the same thing in a similar way. No systematic bias was found between measurements made with the cRLM or Snellen chart when compared to the gold standard ETDRS and the current clinical standard Snellen charts.

The size and results of this study in terms of agreement and TRV scores are in keeping with previously published data and with the results of testing of the preceding RLM chart design.

Table 1 Performance data for each chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single letter scoring</th>
<th>Min/max difference logMAR</th>
<th>TRV (95% CLA) logMAR</th>
<th>Line scoring TRV (95% CLA) logMAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETDRS-ETDRS</td>
<td>0.00 (0.02)</td>
<td>−0.16, 0.17</td>
<td>±0.14 (7 ETDRS letters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cRLM-cRLM</td>
<td>0.00 (0.02)</td>
<td>−0.22, 0.23</td>
<td>±0.17 (5 cRLM letters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snellen-Snellen</td>
<td>0.03 (−0.01, 0.06)</td>
<td>−0.36, 0.16</td>
<td>±0.25 (variable number of Snellen letters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETDRS-cRLM</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.01, 0.03)</td>
<td>−0.13, 0.20</td>
<td>±0.30 (variable number of Snellen lines)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETDRS-Snellen</td>
<td>0.02 (−0.02, 0.06)</td>
<td>−0.26, 0.27</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contour interaction (crowding) is a complex and poorly understood but potentially important aspect of chart design, particularly in amblyopes. In brief the presence of adjacent contours is known to influence the legibility of letters and this effect is greatest in amblyopes. The effect of number, positioning, and horizontal or vertical spacing of such “crowding” contours (which are usually letters but sometimes bars) is far from clear. Each letter on the cRLM has between two and four adjacent letters. The lack of bias between the cRLM and ETDRS charts in this paediatric amblyopic population suggests that the letter stimuli on the two charts are subject to comparable degrees of contour interaction. If the letters on the cRLM chart were less crowded than the ETDRS chart then systematically better acuity measurements would have been expected. This conclusion might also reasonably be applied to the Snellen chart.

Using the clinically usual line assignment scoring method the cRLM chart was as reliable as the gold standard ETDRS chart (TRVs ±0.20 logMAR (or two lines) in either direction). The corresponding value for the Snellen chart was ±0.30 logMAR. A change of three lines in either direction on the cRLM and ETDRS is therefore required before the result exceeds the upper limit of normal test-retest variability for the tested population and can be considered significant. One in 20 subjects would also be expected to show greater TRV. Scaling factors mean that the minimum clinically significant change on a Snellen chart, while 50% greater, cannot be defined in terms of a consistent number of letters or lines, thereby further compromising its sensitivity as a clinical tool. These data underline the “noisiness” of clinical acuity tests and provide a basis for the need for the test methodology to be optimised. A requisite for a Bland and Altman analysis is an examination of the test-retest variability data to ensure that the TRV is not dependent on the magnitude of the quantity being measured. The results of this analysis suggest that the up to two lines in either direction test-retest variability of acuity measurements might be consistently applied across the observed range.

The desire to increase the precision of acuity scores beyond single line values is reflected in notations such as 6/9-3. The single letter scoring algorithm addresses this and is associated with both the greatest precision and the lowest TRV of all current clinical chart scoring methods. The single letter scoring TRV of the cRLM chart was only slightly greater than that of the ETDRS chart (95% confidence limit for agreement of ±0.17 and ±0.14 logMAR respectively). The Snellen chart demonstrated nearly twice this level of test-retest variability (±0.29 logMAR). An acuity change in either direction of eight ETDRS letters (0.16 logMAR) or six cRLM letters (0.20 logMAR) might therefore be considered significant with 95% confidence. Changes of less than this might arise because of either measurement error or change. Because of the irregular scaling on Snellen charts the minimum clinically significant change varies from line to line and cannot be consistently expressed in terms of a number of letters of change. The sensitivity to change advantageous of employing a single letter as opposed to a line by line scoring algorithm is illustrated by these data.

When the method of single letter scoring was employed the median cRLM measurement time of 40 seconds was 10 seconds slower than that of Snellen charts and 20 seconds faster to use than ETDRS. Line by line scoring would be expected to be quicker using each chart design. The difficulty and time involved in calculating single letter scores for any chart design is being addressed with the development of an automated scoring device. The advantages of a single letter score in terms of sensitivity to change mean that the clinical adoption of this technique is worthwhile.

At its standard test distance of 4 metres the cRLM chart does not fit into a Snellen light box, the required width is however only just over half that of the ETDRS light box which means that a rotating box design is potentially feasible.
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